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diameter  abscess  over  the  left  great  toe,  surrounded 
















within  healthcare  facilities,  particularly  hospitals.    More 
recently,  there  has  been  increased  reporting  of  MRSA 











These  organisms  are  termed  CA-MRSA  (community-
associated MRSA) and differ significantly from healthcare-






Community-associated  MRSA  has  recently  emerged  in 
the US as a clinically significant and virulent pathogen.  It 
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Table I:  
Comparison of clinical, epidemiological and microbiological characteristics of community-associated MRSA 































































































carriage  and  a  decolonization  schedule,  as  employed  for 
HA-MRSA used where carriage is demonstrated.  For severe ©  The Ulster Medical Society, 2007.
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from  HA-MRSA  and  at  present,  there  is  no  phenotypic 
testing method available in most primary diagnostic clinical 
microbiology  laboratories  in  the  UK,  that  can  reliably 
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2.   Communicable  Disease  Report  Weekly.  News.  Hospital-associated 
transmission of Panton-Valentine leukocidin (PVL) positive community-
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